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1 Introduction 

Measurements of the annihilation probabilities for hadron atoms allow one to deter

mine the threshold amplitudes of the transitions of the particles forming the atoms 

into all possible final states. In the paper [1] the relation between the amplitude of 

the process 

7r-p ---+ 7ron (1) 

and the probability of annihilation of the -rr--meson and the proton from the Coulomb 

bound state into ~r0 n was obtained. The binding energy of the p1r--atom is 3.2 keV. 

At such a small energy the amplitude of process (1) can be expressed [1] through 

the S-wave 1rN-scattering lengths in the states with isospins of 1/2 and 3/2. 

Similar expressions were obtained for the annihilation probaQilities of the atoms 

formed by "+- and,- -mesons (A2,) [2, 3] and oppositely charged 1r- and K-mesons 

(A,K) [3]. The measurement of the annihilation probabilities for the channels 

A2lr ---+ no + 7fo 

A1fK -7 7ro + Ko 

allows one to determine the amplitudes of the processes 

7[+ + 7[- --+ 7[0 + 7[0 

n+ + K- --+ no + Ko 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

by the model-independent method practically at zero energy in the center-of-mass 

system of initial particles. Because the amplitudes of ( 4) and (5) at low energies can 

be expressed through the differences of scattering lengths nn(nK) the measurement 

of the probabilities of processes (2) and (3) allows one to determine the values 

ao 
bl/2 

a, 
bs;, 

(6) 

(7) 

by the model-independent method. Here ao, a 2 (b1; 2 , b3;,) are the on(1rK) S-wave 

scattering lengths in the states with isospins of 0, 2 (1/2, 3/2). The values of a0 

and a 2 were calculated in Chiral Perturbation Theory (CHPT) with a precision of 

5% [4, 5]. This precision has been improved to 2 7 3% [6, 7, 8]. 

The model-independent measurement of the 7r7r-scattering lengths with a pre

cision of several per cent allows one to test the predictions of CHPT and, conse

quently, our understanding of chiral symmetry breaking [9]lying in the basis of the 

QCD Lagrangian, which describes interactions of quarks and gluons, and effective 

Lagrangians, which describe interactions of physical particles. Generalized CHPT 

allows one to determine the quark condensate magnitude [7, 8] by using the value 

of a0 - a2 from precise measurement. 
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The 1rK-scattering lengths were also calculated in CHPT [10]. The model

independent measurement of these values allows one to test the concept of rhiral 
symmetry breaking in the processes with strangeness. 

In the paper [11] the relations were obtained that allow one to calculate the 
production probabilities of A:27,., ArrK and any other atoms if the inclusive production 
cross sections of the particles forming these bound states are known. In tlw same 
paper a method was also proposed for observation and lifetime rnt.>a-;urem<'nt. of the 
atoms, and estimates were given for the yields of A2.,., A.,K and other atoms in pp
collisions at a beam energy of 70 Ge V and an atom emission angle of s .. r in thP lab 
system. The observation of A2,. was carried out at the U-70 accelerator [12]. The 
atoms produced in pTa collisions at Ep=70 GeV were detected at an ang,le of 8.-± 0 in 
the lab system. Later the experimental estimation of the A 2,. lifetime was obtained 
[13]. At the present time the experiment [14] on the A2:r lifetime measurement and 
determination of the difference of 7rr.-scattering lengths with a precision of 5% is 
under preparation at PS CERN. 

The yields of A 2;r in proton-nuclear collisions and spectra of .4.2,. WPre calculated 
and presented in [15] for Ep=24, 70, 450. 1000 GeV for a set of angl<'s from 1" to 
6°. In the present paper the results of similar calculations for A-.:-K· Apr: (atoms 
formed by p and 7r~) and ApK (atoms formed by p and K~) are giYen. The results 
of the calculations show that the intensities of A1rK, ApK and Apr: production are 
high enough for the lifetime of these atoms to be measured by the same method 
proposed for the A 2,. lifetime measurement. 

Because the lifetime of Ap,.,. was measured [18] with a precisirm of ,..._, 1% this 
kind of measurement gives a possibility of testing the precision of the method [11] 
allowing determination of the lifetime of almost any hadron atoms. The experiment 
on measurement of the energy of the transition 2P-1S and the widths of r-lines 
[16, 17] of ApK is under preparation. However, the lifetime measurement of ApK by 
the other method [11] is reaoonable. 

2 Basic relations 

The probability of atom production is proportional to the double inclusive cross 
section for production of the two constituent particles of this atom, which have 
small relative momenta. Calculating the atom production cross sections, one should 
exclude the contribution to the double cross section from those constituents that 
arise from the decays of long-lived particles and cannot form the atom. When one 
or both particles in the pair come from these decays, the typical range between them 
is much larger than the Bohr radius of the atom. Consequently, the probability of 
atom production is negligible. The main long-lived sources of pions are 7], r/, A, K~, 
E± and the main long-lived sources of protons are A, E±. At the same time, the 
fraction of long-lived sources for kaons is much smaller as compared to the fraction 
of their short-lived sources. 
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The laboratory differential inclusive cross section for the atom production can 
be written in the form [11] 

da;'; = (21r)' EA ]W (O)I' da~ I 
dfiA A1A n dP1dfi2 --~--.'?:'.1..- ' 

Pl-"'2P2-MAPA 

(8) 

\vhere fiA, EA and M.4. are the momentum, energy and mass of the atom in the lab 
system, respectively, 1Wn(O)I 2 = P117rn3 is the atomic wave function(without regard 
for the strong interactions between the particles forming the atom, i.e. the pure 
Coulomb wave function) squared at the origin with the principal quantum number 
nand the orbital momentum l = 0, PB is the Bohr momentum of the particles in the 
atom, da~ldfi1 d'P2 is the double inclusive production cross section for the pairs from 
short-lived sources (hadronization processes, p, w, 11, K", E•, etc.) without regard 
for the n+ r.- -Coulomb interaction in the final state, P1 and Pz are the momenta of 
the particles forming the atom in the lab system. The momenta obey the relation 
P

1 
= !!!.1.fiz = .!!ll..Mm PA (mt and m2 are the masses of the particles). The atoms are m, A 

produced with the orbital momentum l = 0, because ]Wn,1(0)] 2 = 0 when l c;f 0. They 
are distributed over n as n-3 : V\..'1 = 83%, W2 = 10.4%, W3 = 3.1%, W,..> 4 = 3.5%. 
Note that E::"~riWn(O)]' = L202]Wr(0)] 2 

-
The double inclusive cross section without regard for the Coulomb interaction 

may be written in the form [19]: 

da0 

dp,djj, 
1 da da R(pi,p2), 

= ~ dfir dP, vm 
(9) 

where da I dfj1 and da I d'P-2 are the single particle inclusive cross sections, O"m is the 
inelastic cross section of hadron production, R is a correlation function due to strong 
interaction. 

The probability of particle production per interaction (yield) can be expressed 
through the differential cross section: 

dN da l 
(10) 

dfj dfj am 

From (8), (9) and (10), after substituting the expression for ]Wn(0)] 2 and sum
ming over n, one can obtain an expression for the inclusive yield of atoms in all 
S-states through the inclusive yields of positive and negative hadrons 

d'NA ~ 
1 

_ 2 3 EA p~ J'N, J'N, 
dpAdO ~ ·202 . 8 " (w>) MA pJ.J'l. dp,dO dp,dO R, 

(!1) 

where J1 is the reduced mass of the atom (Jl = m
1
_mz ), a is the fine structure m1Tm2 

constant, PI and p2 are the momenta of positive and negative hadrons (PI = ~P2) 
and 0 is a solid angle. 
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3 Results of calculations 

To obtain the yields of pl K- -, 1r+- and 1r- -mesons we used the computer simu

lation programs FRITIOF 6.0 [21] and JETSET 7.3 [22] (CERN" Program Library) 

based on the Lund string fragmentation modeL FRITIOF is a generator for hadron

hadron, hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions, which makes use of JETSET 

for fragmentation. 
For the calculation of particle yields, the simulated events were accumulated 

in the two--dimensional arrays depending on the emission angle and momentum of 

the particles with an angular bin width of 0.3° and a momentum bin width of 

0.1 GeV jc. At this stage the selection of particles from long-lived and short-lived 

sources was performed. The particle yield distributions were parameterized by the 

linear combinations of elementary functions. Further, using yields only from the 

short-lived sources we obtained the distributions of the atom yields over the angle 

and momentum. The correlation coefficient due to strong interactions was found to 

be R = 1.65 ± 0.05 [19, 20] for the pairs of n+n- -mesons whose momenta satisfy the 

requirement jj1 = P2- Because R is not yet known for the pairs of n+K-, p1r- and 

pK-, it was. assumed to be 1 in the calculations. 

The results are presented in Fig.1, 2, 3, where the yields of A,.,.K, Ap,., ApK are 

shown for the reaction p+Al --+ atom+ X at the proton energies Ep = 24, 70 and 

450 GeV and atom emission angles B1a1; = 1° ...;- 6° as a function of the momentum 

of the atom. The probability of atom production in the momentum interval b..pA 

and the solid angle b..rl at the emission angle () can be estimated by multiplying 

the mean value of the yields in the given momentum interval by the values of this 

interval in Ge V j c and the solid angle b..D in sr. 

The yields of AnK, AP,., ApK integrated over the momentum are shown in Fig.4 

versus the emission angle. 
Similar calculations for the reaction p+ Ta --t atom+ X were performed in order 

to obtain the scale of A-dependence for the atom yields. In Table 1 the ratios of the 

atom yields integrated over the momentum for pTa to those for pAl are given as a 

function of the emission angle. 
The comparison of the FRITIOF 6.0 results with the experimental data was 

made. At an energy of 24 GeV the most complete description of the yields of p, n+, 

1r-, K+ and K- by the experimental data in the given range of emission angles and 

momenta is available in the paper [23]. The comparison with these data shows that 

the deviation of the calculated yields from the data is not larger than 20%. Thus, 

the precision of the calculated yields of A,.K, AP"' ApK is better than 40%. 

The description of the particle yields at 24 GeV for the same angles and momenta 

by FRITIOF7.02, the latest version of FRITIOF, shows satisfactory agreement with 

the experimental data for n+ and n-, but big difference for p, K+, and K-. A 

large deviation of the results obtained by FRITIOF7.02 from the experimental data 

is observed for the proton yields. We noticed that the shapes of the proton spectra 

did not correspond to the shapes of the experimental yields as was the case for 
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Figure 1: Yields of A,.,-K for the reaction pAl --+ A,.,-KX (per pAl interaction) at thE' 

energies EP = 24, 70,450 GeV and emission angles Blab= 1°, 2°, 3°, 4°, 5", 6° as a 

function of the atom momentum. 
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Figure 2: Yields of Ap, for the reaction pAl --> Ap,X (per pAl interaction) at the 

energies EP = 24, 70,450 GeV and emission angles Blab= 1", 2", 3", 4", 5", 6" as a 

function of the atom momentum. 
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function of the atom momentum. 
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emission angles. 
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Tablt' 1: The ratios of atom yields integrated over the momentum for the target of 

Ta to those for the target of AI at the energies EP = 24, 70, 450 GeV versus emission 

angles_ 

E,ab=24 GeV 

I' 2' 3' 4" 5' 6' 

A.K 1.10 1.16 1.19 1.20 1.25 1.30 

A.P,. 0.90 1.03 1.22 1.44 1.65 1.83 

Ap;.: o.s2 I o.9s 1.14 1.37 !.53 1.69 

E/oo=70 GeV 
10 r 20 3' 4" 5' 6' 

A,K 1.14 I !.24 1.39 !.50 !.58 1.64 
Ap,. 1.1311.68 2.06 2.27 236 2.39 

ApK 1.01 1 1.49 1.81 1.99 2.05 2.05 
-

Eloo=450 GeV 

I' I 2" 3' 4' 5' 6' 

A:'!"K 1.67 ' 1.92 2.07 2.17 2.25 2.31 

A"" 2.21 2.48 2.58 2 63 2.64 2.66 

A,K 2.19 2.51 2.63 2.68 2.70 2.74 
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the proton yields calculated by FRITIOF6.0. This difference in the behavior of two 
programs can probably be explained by the fact that FRITIOF7.02 was developed 
for higher energies and higher P1. than under the conditions described. For tqis 
reason we used FRITIOF6.0 for our calculations. 

We also compared the calculated particle yields with the experimental data [241 
at an energy of 70 GeV. This comparison showed that agreement with the experi
mental data is satisfactory for the emission angles from 3° to 6°, but for the angle 
range of 1°-2.5° the simulated yields are higher by a factor of........, 2 than the experi
mental yields. 

For an energy of 450 GeV we assume that the program gives reasonable results 
for the calculated hadron atom yields for p 1. > 400 MeV/ c because this code was 
worked out for this energy range. 

The validity of the calculation by FRITIOF6.0 for the single-particle yields was 
also considered in the paper [15]. 

We would like to thank C.Guaraldo for useful discussions. 
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, grant 

N97-02-17612. 
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fopqaxo• O.E. H ap. El-99-134 

BDixo.a :r· K- -, pK- -n p;r- -aro~tos s HHK...1J03HBHDIX rrpoueccax 

Hcxo.151 H3 HHK..'H03HBHhiX ccY:emtH po)K.]CHH5I p. r::·,;;: · 1: K- pacclnnaHhi Bhi

xo.abi r(K--, pK--H prr.·-aT0!\.108 s peaKUHH p + Al---+ (arm.t)+X npn 3Hepnutx 

npoTOHa 24, 70, 450 f3B II npH yrilax BbL1eTa e.", ~ r .;. 6'. TaKOKe npHBe;{eHbl 

oueHKH Bhixo.aos 3Tnx a:IpOHHhiX aroMas .J.JUI MHrnemt H3 raHrafla. HHK..rH03HBHhre 

ceY.eHWi po;KlleHH51 p, n:·, i!- H K· pacc'-lUTaHbi s pa~tKax clj'H.JOBCKOii Mo.aenH 

crp)"HHOii cppan..teHrauun. OueHKa ro'-iHOCTH pacqeros no.l)'4eHa H3 cpasHeHIUI 

O.LUIH04Hh!X BbiXO!lOB. pacC'HiTJHHbiX B .1YHJOBCKOH !'>10.JC;llf, C 3KCITCpm-teHTa.rib

Hbl~!H 3HJ'1CHHSIMH, r10J1)1'ICHHb!!I.HI B npOTOH-S!.llCPHb!X B3aH!I.10.:::tCiiCTBH51.X. 

Pa6oTa Bbmo.rmeHa s J1a6opaTopuH SI..llepHbiX npo6.le!l.t 0115111 . 

npt:llpllHT 06"bt':lllHC:HHOro IIHCTI!T~T3 UC:p!!blX I!CC.1C:.1.0B3Hl!f!. Jy6H:i. \999 

Gorchakov O.E. et al. E I-99-134 

Production Rates for ;r· K· -. pK-- and p;1- -Atoms in Inclusive 

Processes 

Yields of ;c· K- -. pK- -and p;:· -atoms in the reaction p - AI -+ (atom)+ X at en

ergies of 24. 70. 450 GeV and emission angles 81,.0 = r _,_ 6- are calculated from 
inclusive production cross sections for p. ;c·. ;c- and K-. Estimates of these hadron 

atom yields for a Ta target are also given. The inclusive production cross sections 

for p. ;;;·, ;c- and K arc obtained within the Lund model of string fragmentation. 

The accuracy of the calculation is estimated by comparing single yields of parti
cles calculated by the Lund model and experimental yields of the particles in pro

ton-nucleus interactions. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of ~uclcar Problems. 
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